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A NOTE ON SINGULAR INTEGRALS ASSOCIATED
WITH A VARIABLE SURFACE OF REVOLUTION
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Abstract  We prove L
p
boundedness of certain singular integral
operators associated with a variable surface of revolution assum 
ing a boundedness of related lower dimensional maximal operators
The singular integrals are dened by rough kernels satisfying cer 
tain size and cancellation conditions
  Introduction
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for f   SR
n
 the Schwartz space where y
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dx be the Fourier transform of f  where
h i denotes the inner product in R
n




























By using this expression of the Fourier transform of Sf  we can show


























 is the Zygmund class of all those functions  on
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Furthermore if    L logLS
n  
 by the method of rotations of





 for all p     see also   for the best possi
bility of the class L logLS
n  
 
















d   for  	   
which is stronger than   and proved the L
p
boundedness of S
de	ned by  satisfying   for a certain range of p depending on 
It has been improved by FanGuoPan  as follows





 for p       
For s    let 
s
denote the collection of measurable functions ht
on R



















For b   
 




 satisfying    we de	ne a singular












In this note we study singular integrals associated with a variable
surface of revolution We shall prove the L
p
boundedness of the singular
integrals under certain conditions and as an application we shall extend





We write fx z x   R
n
 z   R
m
for functions on R
nm
 n  
m    De	ne a singular integral with a rough kernel by








fx y z  
jyj z dy 
initially for f   SR
nm





















singular integral   exists for all x z
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To study the mapping property of T  we consider two lower dimen






















jhs t z  
t zj dt 











 denote the Hardy space on S
n  
 The space L logLS
n  





 The following result has been shown
by 




 satis es    b is bounded
and M










 for all p     
See         for the case where 
t z is independent
of the z variable We consider the singular integral T in   de	ned
by  satisfying a condition similar to   and prove L
p
boundedness
of it for a certain range of p contained in   Let  be a positive
continuous function on  such that
   is increasing
 ss is decreasing
 st  c s  t
 s  cs
A prime example of t is the function loga  t

 where  	 









where the last equality follows from   and  of the properties of 































 the condition   is equivalent to   with t 
loga t

a   In Section  we shall see that the condition  
implies   when n  
In this note we shall prove the following
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   satis es   and M
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 for ss     
p  
We shall see that the proof of the L






 Thus we have the following
Corollary   Let the numbers  s and the functions  b  be as
in Theorem   If 











For examples of functions 
t z for which the maximal operator 





 see  When the function 
 is independent of
z we have the following result




 ss    Let











  satis es   and M
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 for all r 	  




 for ss  p  s
 s 
When 





 the boundedness of M

can be found in   pp  Taking
fx z  gxhz and 
   in Theorem  we have the following
Corollary   Let the numbers  s and the functions  b  be as in
Theorem  Then S
b




 for the same range of p as
in Theorem 
By Lemma   in Section  the condition   follows from   when
n   Therefore by taking t  loga t

in Theorems   and 
we have the following two results
Theorem   Let n   Let        s Suppose that
b   
s
  satis es   and M





 for all r 	  




 for ss      p  
Theorem   Let n   Suppose that s      s





be independent of the z variable Suppose that  satis es   and M










for s  s   p  s s 
Also Theorem  implies the following
Corollary   Let n   Let the numbers  s and the functions b 
be as in Theorem  Then S
b




 for the same range
of p as in Theorem 
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In   it was shown that there exists a function  which satis	es the









 which does not satisfy   for any  	  
If we combine the proof of Theorem   with that of Theorem B in 
we have the following




 satis es    b   
s
for
some s 	  and M












 p  
In this note C is used to denote nonnegative constants which may
be dierent in dierent occurrences In section  we shall give several
results which will be used to prove Theorems   We shall prove
Theorems   and  in Section  Finally in Section  we shall give a
related result for the Marcinkiewicz integrals
 Results for the proofs of Theorems  
The following lemma is for the case n   which is the reason we
con	ne ourselves to the case n   in Theorems   and Corollary 
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This completes the proof






 where Z denotes the set of all integers
Then





















fx y z  
jyj z dy
Let F be the Fourier transform acting on the x variable Then it is
















By applying the boundedness of the maximal operator 

as in  we
have Lemmas  and  below for the estimates of FT
k
f
Lemma   Let b   
s
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We de	ne F













































































































































which completes the proof of Lemma 
Lemma   Let b   
s
for some s 	  and let  satisfy   Suppose
that 






























where C is a constant independent of k   Z and    R
n

Proof For q satisfying    q  ss by using Holders inequality
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When the function 
 is independent of the z variable we have the
following two lemmas
Lemma   Suppose that the function 
 is independent of the z variable

















where C is a constant independent of k   Z    R
n
and    R
m
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from which the conclusion immediately follows
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Lemma   Suppose that the function 
 is independent of the z vari
able Let b   
s
















where C is a constant independent of k   Z    R
n





  be as in the proof of Lemma  and L
rk
as in the
proof of Lemma  By Holders inequality we have
jA
k















which combined with the estimate  completes the proof of Lemma

 Proofs of Theorems   and 





 be a radial function supported in f     jj 








   for all   
Let T
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By the LittlewoodPaley theory we have the following
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where f   SR
nm

Now we prove Theorem   LetD
j




 jj  
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for j  








































By interpolating between the estimates   and between 
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Lemma   For h   
u
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jF x t z  
t zj dt

















for all p 	  
with C independent of    S
n  


















































































This completes the proof



































































































































 for r 	 s

by Lemma  where Q
b
is de	ned
as in Lemma  by using the functions b  and 
 of Theorem   Thus
 follows by interpolating between the estimates  and 
This completes the proof of  and hence the proof of Theorem  
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Now we turn to the proof of Theorem  Let V
j
be de	ned in the
same way as U
j
in the proof of Theorem   by using the functions b 
and 
 satisfying the conditions assumed in Theorem  Then arguing
as in the proof of Theorem   and using Lemmas  and  we can get





















































for j r   j   s

 






























































is as in the proof of Theorem   with
everything adapted for the present case The proof of this estimate
is essentially the same as that of   of  see also  Theorem










 we complete the proof of Theorem 
 Marcinkiewicz integral analog































The following theorem related to the above operator is from Theorem
  in   






be a sequence of functions on
R
n
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 with bound Cn p
j
for all    p "
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b there exists some positive constant  	   such that for any














































































For simplicity in the discussion we only study the case b   


Theorem   Let n   b   

 If a function  is homogeneous of
degree  on R
n







 for all   p   If we further assume that b is
bounded then 





 for all      p  

































































































is obvious from this estimate and    We
omit the detail Therefore by combining the results and checking the
proof of Theorem C we can get the 	rst part of the conclusion of The

































 with bound Cn p
j
for all
   p   if b is bounded Thus the second part of the conclusion of
Theorem  follows from Theorem C
  DASHAN FAN AND SHUICHI SATO
We refer to   for related results on the Marcinkiewicz integrals see
also  
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